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Government 
The Soul of the People 

Heartless thinking is the plague of humanity. Ancient philosophers did not include heartless people 
in their concepts of government. Plato in his Republic and Aristotle in his Politics had in mind 
organized societies of intelligent co-workers, and did not tolerate tyrants, hypocrites, or swindlers. 
It is impossible to imagine a strong state consisting of hypocrites and swindlers. Supermundane 
#244 

he U.S. Constitution established 
America's national government and 
fundamental laws, and guaranteed 
certain basic rights for its citizens. It 
was signed on September 17, 1787, 

by delegates to the Constitutional 
Convention in Philadelphia, presided over 
by George Washington.” http 
//www.history.com  As it is clearly stated in 
the Preamble to the constitution, “We the 
People of the United States, in Order to 
form a more perfect Union, establish 
Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, 
provide for the common defence, promote 
the general Welfare, and secure the 
Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and 
our Posterity, do ordain and establish this 
Constitution for the United States of 
America.”  According to the United States 
Senate: "The Constitution's first three 
words—We the People—affirm that the 
government of the United States exists to 
serve its citizens.” 
https://www.senate.gov/civics/constitution_item/co
nstitution.htm 

There is no mention in the Constitution of 
any kind of Monarchy, King, Emperor or 
Aristocratic Ruling Class of Superior 
People, whose function would be to 
govern the United States of America. The 
United States of America is a Democracy 
of the People, Governed by the People, 
For the People. 

A corporation is conceived and given birth 
by the power of some individual human 
beings. Corporations are born with the 

goals and objectives, their reasons for 
being, their very sense of Reality, which 
their creators placed in them. Corporations 
are simply bodies conceived, designed 
and made manifest by human beings to 
implement the desires and wishes of those 
who conceived them. 

Corporations do not have Free Will. They 
are not People. They were not considered 
in the formation of the Constitution of the 
United States. 

The vast majority of corporations, operate 
on a set of “directives”, or “goals” that are 
totally concerned with their own separative 
good or welfare. These goals and 
objectives were determined by those who 
generated the corporation, and are 
frequently in direct opposition to the 
Governing Principles of the United States 
of America. Concepts of Democracy, such 
as Concern for the Common Good and 
General Welfare, do not even slightly 
impact the set of goals and objectives that 
drive most Corporations. 

Corporate Personhood 
Corporations, which have been given 
“legal” status or “personhood” as human 
beings or “individuals” are basically self-
centered. They are not human beings. 
They do not have hearts, and they care for 
nothing other than their own preservation. 

Corporation are not United States of 
America Citizens. They cannot vote or 
hold public office. They cannot be drafted 
and sent to idyllic spots like Korea, Viet 

T 

https://www.senate.gov/civics/constitution_item/constitution.htm
https://www.senate.gov/civics/constitution_item/constitution.htm
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Nam, Iraqi, Afghanistan to fight and, very 
often, either become maimed or dead. 

Not being Humans or living entities, 
corporations do not need, and are not 
interested in things like pure water and air. 
They also do not need and are loath to pay 
for things like Health Care for human 
beings, or Education for human children. 
They never retire, and, therefore, they 
have no need at all for anything like 
retirement programs so that they may 
continue to go on eating and paying rent 
after “working” for 
many years. 

In fact, corporations do 
not WORK. They 
simply eat. 

Corporations cannot 
register to vote. They 
can and do, however, 
purchase, in one way 
or another humans 
who can and do not 
only vote but “hold 
public office” to do 
their bidding and to 
protect at all or any 
cost the Corporate 
bottom line to 
generate large 
salaries for the 
“Management Class” 
and a “good” profits for 
its shareholders. 

Corporations also can and do use their 
extreme skill, their enormous power and 
billions upon billions of dollars of wealth 
and sophistry, to manipulate human 
thinking and feelings to con-vince humans 
who can vote, to vote for programs and 
products that are diametrically opposed to 
the Principles upon which their Democracy 
of Human Rights is based.   

Contrary to a steady drumbeat of 
corporate sophistry and unending flood of 
propaganda, the majority of these 
“shareholders” are not the trumpeted 
millions of little investors and 
entrepreneurs. They are a relatively small 
number of individuals or institutions who 
are also frequently owned and operated by 
the same individuals who hold huge 
amounts of the Corporation’s stock. These 
individuals are frequently board members 
or senior executives of the 
Corporations/Institutions, and in many 

cases, are related to 
one another through 
very old family ties. 

Their natural point of 
view simply does not 
register the Cosmic 
Principles of Equality 
and Justice for All and 
it does include, as 

unquestionable 
facts, the illusions of 
superiority of the few 
and some sort of 
divine right to being 
better than and 
therefore more worthy 
of material comforts 
and power than others. 
No one has to read 
Plato (although it 
would help) to realize 

that individuals who are deeply involved in 
the psychology of what we call “business”, 
or the “Corporate World” are uniquely not 
fitted for functioning in any sort of 
governing capacity in a system whose 
Purpose is fostering the General Welfare 
and The Common Good. No one, for 
example, who gave a minute’s caring 
thought to the health of people or the 
Planet would ever manufacture and sell 
poisons such as Coca Cola. One could 
make a list of thousands and thousands of 

No one has to read Plato 
(although it would help) to 

realize that individuals who 
are deeply involved in the 

psychology of what we call 
“business”, or the 

“Corporate World” are 
uniquely not fitted for 

functioning in any sort of 
governing capacity in a 

system whose Purpose is 
fostering the General 

Welfare and The Common 
Good. 
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examples of products, programs and 
policies that not only do not foster the 
Common Good but place it in huge peril. 

These individuals live and operate in a 
totally different world than the one which 
We the People inhabit.  For them it is an 
obvious “truth” that the CEO is and should 
be “paid” better than the workers. A not 
that unusual example:  David Zaslav, CEO 
of Discovery Communications was paid 
$156,077,912 in 2015. Average pay for a 
worker in 2015 was $89,000, a whopping 
.06% of David’s pay. So, Dave is worth 
roughly 1666 workers.  

The obvious point here is that a 
Corporation is simply a kind of golem, an 
Oligarchic kind of 
Entity behind which 
the very few Owners 
conceal their identities 
and through which 
they work their 
personal will. The first 
and overriding interest 
of these individuals 
who are actually the 
operating powers of 
Corporations is 
focused solely in what 
will benefit their 
personal desires and increase their 
wealth, power, and prestige in whatever 
field or on whatever level they happen to 
be operating. Their consciousness is 
simply not able to register the meaning of 
the Common Good, and they are blind to 
the entire Idea of the Democratic 
Government for the Common Good. 

Such individuals have always been with 
us. Since Humanity managed to bring an 
end to government by Monarchs, they 
have been making efforts to regain their 
positions and status by exercising their 
power through “business” replacing 
Monarchy with an Aristocratic Oligarchy. 

Presently it is clear that in the United 
States, Donald Trump and the individuals 
with whom he has surrounded himself, 
most if not all of whom operate in an 
alternative illusory Business reality world, 
where Truth, let alone morality, is totally 
relative, have gained a significant 
measure of control over the reins of the 
U.S. Government. They are, cancer-like in 
effect, trying to create an Oligarchy, a form 
of government in which all power is vested 
in a few persons or in a dominant class or 
clique, within the body of our Democracy. 
However, this pernicious effort is actually 
serving as a catalyst and alarm to bring 
this century’s long effort of the 
Retrogressors into the Light of day. 

Although for the one-
dimensionally focused 
it is very hard to see, 
this event has actually 
brought much of what 
has been going on 
within our body politic 
for several hundred 
years out into the 
open. 

There is nothing like 
Light to kill the 
infections of greed, 

cruelty, and ugliness, generated by the 
cancerous illusions of separation. 

The United states of America is definitely 
not a Corporation. From the beginning, the 
management and responsibility for its 
land, water, and resources of any kind 
were considered to be the responsibility of 
the Federal government. These Natural, 
pre-existing resources belonged to the 
people, and were not owned as “private 
property” by anyone. 

The clearly stated purpose of the Nation is 
to provide for the Common Good and 
General Welfare. These are the Governing 
Principles of the United States of America, 

Although for the one-
dimensionally focused it is 
very hard to see, this event 
has actually brought much 
of what has been going on 
within our body politic for 
several hundred years out 

into the open. 
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and they are in direct conflict with the 
governing policies and purpose for the 
existence of Corporations.  

That Light and Truth triumph over illusion 
and the Chaos of ignorance is 
unquestionable. We are Here. What has 
got us here is the evolution of 
consciousness through humanity. 

The evolution of consciousness is actually 
revealing to more and more human beings 
that the literally ancient and blind one-
dimensional comprehension of Reality 
upon which the economic, political, and 
social structures of the ancient and much 
of the modern world have been based are 
simply wrong. The idea of the personal 
ownership of “property” and the divisions 
of human beings into various Classes 
which are based on personal power or the 
ability of one to dominate, control, and or 
destroy another are the ignorant holdovers 
of infant Humanity. 

“One group [of humans] has never freed 
itself from the principles which governed 
the first solar system.  They were 
principles entirely related to matter and 
substance, and were at that time and in 
that period (so remote that the number of 
years of distance can be stated only in 
super-astronomical figures) the 
conditioning factors for the initiation of the 
time.  Certain units of humanity—then 
existent—were so completely conditioned by 
these material principles and so deliberately 
unready for moving on to the comprehension 
of another set of principles (more expressive of 
the divine nature) that they remained of "fixed 
and selfish material purpose" and a planned 
distortion of the divine will was intelligently 
created by them. The Rays and the Initiations 
P.350 

These “selfish and material purposes” 
were and are part of the “planned 
distortion”. And these distortions of Truth 
along with the Concepts of the Plan were 
made available to infant Humans. 

“Paralleling this activity and implemented, 
fed, and sustained by the Black Lodge, 
was the appearance of glamour upon the 
astral plane, and to this thickening glamour 
humanity steadily contributed and 
responded.” The Rays and the Initiations 
P.188 

Operating under the overriding Principle of 
Free Will, Humanity was tasked, literally, 
with learning to choose the Way into the 
Light through the Science of Experiment, 
Experience and Expression. Obviously, for 
us, it has been a rather daunting 
experience. “The situation was getting so 
bad that “To bring this about has been the 
objective of all training given [by the 
Hierarchy] during the past 400 years”. 
Treatise on White Magic P. 404 However, 
more and more elements of Humanity 
have, forever, proved to be good learners, 
hence the giant steps toward the light 
made by Humanity in the past 490 years 
or so. Just a few recent examples: 

November 9, 1620- the 
Mayflower ship lands at Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts, with 101 colonists. On 
November 11, the “Mayflower Compact” is 
signed by the 41 men, establishing a form 
of local government in which the colonists 
agree to abide by majority rule and to 
cooperate for the general good of the 
colony. The Compact sets the precedent 
for other colonies as they set up 
governments. 

January 9, 1776 - Thomas 
Paine's "Common Sense" is published in 
Philadelphia…. "We have it in our power to 
begin the world anew...American shall 
make a stand, not for herself alone, but for 
the world," Paine states. 

July 4, 1776 - United States Declaration of 
Independence. 

September 22 1862-The Emancipation 
Proclamation. 

http://www.historyplace.com/unitedstates/revolution/mayflower.htm
http://www.historyplace.com/unitedstates/revolution/common.htm
http://www.historyplace.com/unitedstates/revolution/decindep2.htm
http://www.historyplace.com/unitedstates/revolution/decindep2.htm
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=13&ved=0ahUKEwiS-su6xdvSAhVIqlQKHZnCD2gQFghPMAw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.civilwar.org%2F150th-anniversary%2Femancipation-proclamation-150.html&usg=AFQjCNE-qxeHAzZTvVyObzam_RZvzBwJiQ&sig2=Cb3WBDiOb3FuubAK9jZw7g
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=13&ved=0ahUKEwiS-su6xdvSAhVIqlQKHZnCD2gQFghPMAw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.civilwar.org%2F150th-anniversary%2Femancipation-proclamation-150.html&usg=AFQjCNE-qxeHAzZTvVyObzam_RZvzBwJiQ&sig2=Cb3WBDiOb3FuubAK9jZw7g
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October 24, 1945-The Founding of the 
United Nations. 

After these many, many years of struggle 
and triumph, we have finally moved from 
the Kali Yuga into the Satya Yuga. The 
opportunity for those of us whose 
consciousness has or is in process of 
grasping the basic concepts which 
underlie our Democracy—not just as 
Truth, but as being in Harmony with 
Cosmic Physics—lies before us. Ours is 
the opportunity to serve Humanity in this 
greatest of achievements. 

We will find the Heart, the Will, and 
Courage to totally reject these invasive 
and corrupting notions of the Oligarchs 
who are attempting to devolve us into a 
night of pain out of which we have spent 
literally millions of years crawling. 

The power of Love, the power of the Heart 
and the growing realization, that it is, in 
scientific fact, precisely love and heart that 

makes a being Human are expanding, one 
might say exploding in Humanity.   As the 
energy of this Realization surges through 
the consciousness we call the One 
Humanity, it will, literally, eradicate this 
virus of chaos not only from our body 
politic, but from the Planet. 

The concepts that spawned greed and 
hate and superiority are out of harmony 
with the frequencies of our being Human 
and with our Future. They, like the 
dinosaurs before them must and will go. A 
couple of good places to start would be 
to eliminate the entire notion of 
“Corporate Personhood” from the 
Constitution, and the drafting of 
legislation to tax robots. 

Triumph of the Light is and has always 
been unavoidable.  

Tom Carney 
April, 2017 
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